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Abstract

State-of-the-art general circulation models (GCMs) are tested and challenged by the
ability to reproduce paleoclimate key intervals. In order to account for climate changes
associated with soil dynamics we have developed a soil scheme, which is asyn-
chronously coupled to a state-of-the-art atmosphere ocean GCM with dynamic vegeta-5

tion. We test the scheme for conditions representative of a warmer (mid-Holocene, 6 kyr
before present, BP) and colder (Last Glacial Maximum, 21 kyr BP) than pre-industrial
climate. The computed change of physical soil properties (i.e. albedo, water storage
capacity, and soil texture) for these different climates leads to amplified global cli-
mate anomalies. Especially regions like the transition zone of desert/savannah and10

taiga/tundra, exhibit an increased response as a result of the modified soil treatment.
In comparison to earlier studies, the inclusion of the soil feedback pushes our model
simulations towards the warmer end in the range of mid-Holocene studies and beyond
current estimates of global cooling during the Last Glacial Maximum based on PMIP2
(Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project 2) studies. The main impact of the15

interactive soil scheme on the climate response is governed by positive feedbacks,
including dynamics of vegetation, snow, sea ice, local water recycling, which might
amplify forcing factors ranging from orbital to tectonic timescales.

1 Introduction

As yet climate sensitivity on long timescales is still underestimated by General Cir-20

culation Models (GCMs) (e.g. Pagani et al., 2010; Valdes, 2011). Proxy records from
the hothouse tectonic past (late Cretaceous, Cenozoic) indicate a decreased merid-
ional global temperature gradient with amplified warming in polar regions known as
equable climate (Jenkyns et al., 2004; Moran et al., 2006; Huber and Caballero, 2011;
Salzmann et al., 2013). Apart of high atmospheric CO2-levels, plausible mechanisms25

have been proposed (polar stratospheric clouds, vegetation dynamics, oceanic heat
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transport, orbital parameters), trying to fit models towards proxy data (Sloan et al.,
1995; Otto-Bliesner and Upchurch, 1997; Sloan and Morill, 1998; Sloan and Pollard,
1998; Kump and Pollard, 2008; Willeit et al., 2013).

Another potential mechanism is pedogenesis, which is not yet accounted for in
present earth system models with land surface dynamics. In general soil genesis is5

controlled by time, parent material, topography, climate, vegetation (and humankind)
(Jenny, 1941). So far general circulation models (GCMs), trained to simulate present
and thus future climate scenarios for the next ∼100–300 yr (Meinshausen et al., 2011),
do not account for soil development. Typically pedogenesis is operating in the range of
100–1000 yr and more (Jenny, 1941), but degradation of soils by erosion due to land10

cover change like deforestation can happen on much shorter timescales. For instance
it has been speculated, if intensive land use and thus the exposure of bright underlying
soils in the Sahel zone triggered the inter-decadal drought event ∼ 1969 (Nicholson
et al., 1998). In analogy to modern climate, the Sahel also has been undergone a dra-
matic desertification during the mid-Holocene 5500 yr ago (Foley et al., 2003). A rather15

immediate change from humid mid-Holocene conditions to desertification of Sahel by
gradual change of orbital parameters calls for strong nonlinearities in the Sahel climate
system.

Many modeling studies have investigated the intensification of Holocene wind
systems in North Africa (e.g. Kutzbach and Otto-Bliesner, 1982; Kutzbach and20

Street-Perrott, 1985; Kutzbach and Guetter, 1986; deMenocal and Rind, 1993) result-
ing in decreased Sahara desert area and a northward shift of the Sahel. Evidence is
retrieved by various proxy records, like abundance of pollen data in marine (Dupont,
2011) and terrestrial archives (Prentice et al., 2000; Bartlein et al., 2011), paleolakes
(Petit-Maire and Riser, 1981; Hoelzmann et al., 1998, 2000), human migration and in-25

habitation (Petit-Maire, 1989), skeletal remnants of herbivores (Petit-Maire and Riser,
1981; Petit-Maire, 1989) and rock engravings (McIntosh and McIntosh, 1983). The
cause for this impact is supposed to be increased seasonal contrast of solar radiation
(and higher insolation in the northern high latitudes, Berger, 1978) since atmospheric
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greenhouse gases were close to pre-industrial values (Petit et al., 1999). Basically the
concept of fast land surface heating compared to the inertia of the ocean during the
spring to summer transition results in inland moisture convergence and strong precipi-
tation events. Based on the theory of land to ocean contrast (Charney, 1975; Charney
et al., 1977) model studies with modified earth’s orbit gradually investigated the in-5

fluential impact of increased Atlantic SSTs (e.g. Kutzbach and Liu, 1997; Texier et al.,
2000; Zhao et al., 2005), feedbacks by vegetation migration (Kutzbach et al., 1996; Tex-
ier et al., 1997, 2000; Claussen, 1997; Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Braconnot et al.,
1999, 2007), enhanced land evapotranspiration through higher abundance of lakes and
wetlands (Coe and Bonan, 1997; Broström et al., 1998; Carrington et al., 2001; Krinner10

et al., 2012) and increased water holding field capacities in soils (Levis et al., 2004)
and decreases in land surface albedo (Bonfils et al., 2001; Levis et al., 2004; Knorr
and Schnitzler, 2006; Schurgers et al., 2007; Vamborg et al., 2011) on the moisture
bearing African wind system. Actually, numerical models taking into account integrated
atmosphere-ocean-vegetation feedbacks are evaluated to represent the mid-Holocene15

African monsoon more realistically (Braconnot et al., 2007).
Several studies have raised the role of pedogenesis influencing land surface en-

ergy balance, water re-cycling and thus vegetation impact, which might be crucial for
Holocene climate simulations as well as for future climate scenarios or on tectonic
timescales (Kutzbach et al., 1996; Doherty et al., 2000; Levis et al., 2004; Knorr and20

Schnitzler, 2006; Shellito and Sloan, 2006; Wanner et al., 2008; Brovkin et al., 2009;
Micheels et al., 2009; Knorr et al., 2011; Krapp and Jungclaus, 2011; Vamborg et al.,
2011). Furthermore, model studies testing the sensitivity of land surface albedo high-
light the importance to achieve not only for vegetation dynamics but also for back-
ground albedo (Kutzbach et al., 1996; Levis et al., 2004; Knorr and Schnitzler, 2006;25

Jiang, 2008). Recently, Vamborg et al. (2011) for instance, successfully integrated
dynamically computed foliage litter in a GCM with dynamical vegetation, which dims
land surface albedo and hence strengthens mid-Holocene African wind system. Apart
from that, present-day studies highlight the importance of soil moisture feeding back to
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precipitation (e.g. Bergengren et al., 2001; Douville et al., 2001, 2007) and modulating
local seasonal precipitation (e.g. Seneviratne et al., 2006, 2010). In an atmospheric
GCM study Wang (1999) associated finer soil texture and darker soils with vegetation
reconstructions of the mid-Holocene, resulting in intensified East Asian rainfall and im-
proved quantitative agreement to proxy records. In addition to changes in soil albedo,5

Levis et al. (2004) isolate the effect of modified soil texture from desert sand to loam
which increases soil water retention. They find a weak but widespread increase of
evapotranspiration at Sahara but North African rain belt is dominated by modified land
albedo. Continuatively Jiang (2008) investigated the role of physical soil characteris-
tics (soil colour, soil texture) for the Last Glacial Maximum by using an atmospheric10

GCM asynchronously coupled to a terrestrial biosphere model. In his procedure he it-
eratively adapted soil characteristics if absolute simulated vegetation in a grid cell has
changed. The integrated vegetation-soil feedback reinforced glacial cooling to some
extent (Jiang, 2008).

The advent of coupling vegetation with climate models was initiated by Henderson-15

Sellers (1993) and Claussen (1994). As a starting point Henderson-Sellers (1993)
used a version of the Holdridge (1947) Life zone classification, condensed it to ten
different continental vegetation classes, thereby these were translatable to ecotypes
of the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme and coupled it with the atmospheric
model CCM1 (Williamson et al., 1987). In a parallel approach Claussen (1994) used20

the equilibrium vegetation model BIOME1 by Prentice et al. (1992) and applied an
asynchronous coupling technique with the AGCM ECHAM3 (Roeckner et al., 1992).
Therein ECHAM3 computes climate data fields which are passed to BIOME1 to calcu-
late equilibrium plant distribution. Subsequently the physical parameters of simulated
vegetation types are handed back to the atmosphere model for restarting initialisation.25

This procedure is iteratively repeated until vegetation and climate model are equili-
brated (Claussen, 1994). After recognising its importance, dynamical vegetation mod-
els became fully integrated into GCMs (e.g. Foley et al., 1994, 2000).
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Here we introduce a simple equilibrium soil scheme, asynchronously coupled to
COSMOS-ASO, alike the procedure of Claussen (1994). The purpose is to capture
biogeophysical feedbacks between soil genesis/degradation and climate (COSMOS-
ASOsol) as proposed by Levis et al. (2004). The effect of the soil feedback is tested in
model setups representing a warm (mid-Holocene) and cold (Last Glacial Maximum)5

climate relative to Pre-industrial and compared to geological data to set a range of
potential soil impact on global climate for glacial and interglacial periods of the Quater-
nary.

2 Methods

2.1 Model description10

In the current model setup, we use three model components (atmosphere, ocean, land
surface) coupled to each other within the COSMOS model suite (community of earth
system models). The atmospheric component is represented by ECHAM5 (Roeckner
et al., 2003) with a spectral resolution of T31L19 (3.75◦) which is an adequate com-
promise in terms of CPU time for longer simulation length (Roeckner et al., 2006). The15

ocean model MPI-OM uses an orthogonal curvilinear grid (∼1.5◦) with higher reso-
lution at deep water formation areas of Labrador Sea and Weddel Sea near the grid
poles (Greenland, Antarctica) and 40 layers in vertical space (Marsland et al., 2003).
The transfer of fluxes and momentum between atmosphere and ocean is handled by
the coupler OASIS3 without any flux corrections (Jungclaus et al., 2006). The modular20

land surface scheme JSBACH (Raddatz et al., 2007) with dynamic vegetation (Brovkin
et al., 2009) is embedded in the ECHAM5 atmosphere model. JSBACH is based on the
semi-empirical terrestrial ecosystem model BETHY, which incorporates an energy and
water balance, photosynthesis, phenology (not used in our approach because of dy-
namic vegetation) and a carbon balance compartment (Knorr, 2000). JSBACH is using25

a tiling approach in which the actual cover fraction of each plant functional type (PFT)
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is associated to a tile for each grid cell. If the grid cell is not fully covered by the sum
of all tiles, the residual is interpreted as bare soil. In our studies JSBACH is using the
standard model configuration of eight PFTs which can potentially cover each grid cell.
The land surface energy balance incorporates soil albedo, leaf area index of the actual
PFT, the albedo of stems, snow fraction on the ground and on canopy and the masking5

effect of snow under canopy. Further background information of the COSMOS model
suite and its components can be found in Jungclaus et al. (2006). So far COSMOS
has been applied to various paleo setups like Holocene (Wei et al., 2012; Wei and
Lohmann, 2012; Varma et al., 2012), Last Glacial Maximum and MIS3 (Zhang et al.,
2012; Gong et al., 2013), Last Interglacial (Lunt et al., 2013), Pliocene (Stepanek and10

Lohmann, 2012) and Tortonian (Knorr et al., 2011).

2.2 Design of the soil scheme

In our concept pedogenetic factors like climate and topography are indirectly captured
by simulated vegetation distribution whereas parent material is ignored. Physical soil
properties like albedo are dependent on the accumulation of organic matter and there-15

fore of the specific vegetation type above (e.g. Vamborg et al., 2011). Moreover, ob-
servational data to total water holding field capacities of soils are limited and tuned to
optimized rooting depths in order to fit to vegetation demands (Hagemann et al., 1999).
In our approach these soil parameters are evaluated by integrated PFTs of each grid
cell by the dynamic land surface model JSBACH (Fig. 1). For each grid cell the contri-20

bution of all area-weighted soil tiles creates a mean of soil characteristics.
All time-slice experiments start from a quasi-equilibrium climate state and the first

iteration uses a mean of 100 yr model output to calculate physical soil properties (soil
albedo in the spectrum of visible and near-infrared light, soil data flags FAO, maximum
water holding field capacity of soils). After the first iteration the model is run for 600 yr25

in total with an asynchronous coupling time step of 200 yr, again taking the preceding
100 yr of model output as input for the soil scheme (Fig. 1). The final 100 yr of model
output and physical soil characteristics of the 3rd iteration are used for analysis.
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2.3 Look-up table of physical soil characteristics

Soil parameters in JSBACH comprise the snow free soil albedo in the visible (0.3–
0.7 µm) and near infrared (0.7–3 µm) light spectrum, the total water holding capacity
of soil (Wcap) and soil data flags from the United Nations Food and Agriculture Orga-
nization (FAO) soil classification (Hagemann et al., 1999; Hagemann, 2002; Rechid5

et al., 2009). The original dataset of snow free soil albedo is derived from modi-
fied satellite measurements of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) (Rechid et al., 2009). FAO soil data flags based on Gildea and Moore refer
to Henderson-Sellers et al. (1986), and range from sand (1) to loam (3) and clay (5).
The assessment of hcws in global and regional modeling is quite uncertain and is esti-10

mated by a dataset of the parameter hpwp (permanent wilting point) and hava (maximum
amount of water that plants may extract from the soil before they start to wilt) based on
optimized rooting depths (Hagemann et al., 1999).

In our model consistent approach the association of soil properties to PFTs is de-
veloped using the last 100 yr output of a 2000 yr pre-industrial equilibrium model run15

(Wei et al., 2012). The main properties of defined soil tiles are displayed in its latitudi-
nal distribution (Fig. 2). Only dominant cover fractions of modeled PFTs (< 50 % cover
per grid cell) are considered to create associated soil tiles. This approach is extended
by adding soil tiles for global desert fraction (defined by the fraction of a grid cell not
covered by any vegetation for at least 50 yr) and a parameterization for the Arabian20

Peninsula/Sahara desert region in order to consider extremes of hcws and soil albedo
of bare soils identified in Fig. 2 (yellow crosses). Furthermore we discriminate globally
distributed C3 grasses to “warm” (> 0 ◦C mean annual temperature, MAT) and “cold C3
grasses” (< 0 ◦C MAT) to account for a more realistic climate sensitivity. The simulated
PFT “cold shrubs” does not exceed cover fractions more than 50 % and therefore it is25

ignored in the calculation. Since cold shrubs are always associated to grid cells dom-
inated by “cold C3 grasses”, we combined both classes to one soil tile anyway. The
adjusted classification of physical soil characteristics is shown in Fig. 2. Calculated
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means of the dataset are summerized in Table 1. In general desert soil tiles show low
water holding field capacities and high soil albedo. C4 perennial grasses also have rel-
ative high soil albedo and maximum field capacities of water due to high rooting depth.
Soil tiles associated to tropical canopy are in the medium range of soil albedo and at
the upper range of total water holding field capacities. Soil tiles of temperate/boreal5

forest, typically located at mid and high northern latitudes have relative low soil albedo
(Fig. 2, Table 1), where land albedo increases with increasing leaf area index (LAI) dur-
ing summer months (Rechid et al., 2009). The FAO soil data flags (refers to Gildea and
Moore, in Henderson-Sellers et al., 1986) are a coarse classification of soil texture and
are indifferent due to our soil tiles. The calculated mean in soil texture is loam (3) for all10

soil tiles except for “tropical broadleaved evergreen forest” where a more fine mixture
of loam and clay (4) is associated to. By calculation of means, extremes of physical soil
properties vanish; therefore we conclude the constructed lookup-table of physical soil
tiles is rather a conservative estimate.

2.4 Soil scheme15

The soil scheme computes the actual soil tiles n consistent to the procedure described
in Sect. 2.3. Then soil properties soln (hcws, fao, αs,vis, αs,nir) referring to the lookup-
table (Table 1) are calculated by a vegetation index. The vegetation index weights the
cumulative cover fraction of soil tiles fi per grid cell:

soln =

11∑
i=1

(fisoli )

11∑
i=1

fi

(1)20

Grid cells affected by the Arabian Peninsula/Sahara desert parameterization (Sect. 2.2)
are not weighted by the procedure. The Arabian Peninsula/Sahara desert parameter-
ization is defined by grid cells of at least 50 % desert coverage between a latitudinal
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belt (13–35.26◦ N). We use a sill value of 50 % desert fraction for a better representa-
tion of the Sahel (desert/savannah) transition zone where vegetation cover is generally
overestimated by JSBACH (Vamborg et al., 2011).

2.5 Experimental design

In this study three reference runs are taken, a pre-industrial PI_ctl (Wei et al., 2012),5

a relatively warm climate state for mid-Holocene (HOL, 6 ka before present) HOL_ctl
(Wei et al., 2012) and a model run representing the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM∼
19 ka BP) colder than present day LGM_ctl (Zhang et al., 2012), all performed by the
conventional COSMOS-ASO configuration. The reference runs follow the setup proce-
dure of the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project PMIP2 (Braconnot et al.,10

2012) and run into adjusted equilibrium. The setup of HOL_ctl uses a different orbital
parameter configuration and methane concentration in the atmosphere of 650 instead
of 760 parts per billion compared to Pre-industrial (Wei et al., 2012). Adjustments of
boundary conditions for LGM include orbital parameters, sea-level drop and coherent
ice-sheet extent, elevation and an initial salinity increase of the glacial ocean by 1. Apart15

from the PMIP2 considerations land-sea mask and ocean gateways are typically tuned
and LGM_ctl is initialized from a glacial ocean which lead to a more realistic glacial
ocean circulation (Zhang et al., 2012). The length of model the simulations PI_ctl as
well as HOL_ctl are 3000 yr whereas LGM_ctl is run for 5400 yr in total. The last model
year of each reference run is used for initialization of our soil experiments and run for20

another 600 yr in total.
The impact of the soil scheme on climate (HOL, LGM) is examined using the factor

separation technique used for identifying synergies in numerical models by Stein and
Alpert (1993) in order to disentangle the effect of soil and climate (HOL_sol-PI_sol and
LGM_sol-PI_ctl, respectively) by subtracting the single contribution of climate. Here the25

effect of soil under warmer/cooler climate is indicated by f̂i ,sol:
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f̂i ,sol = (soli −PI_sol)− (ctli −PI_ctl) (2)

soil feedback = (climate and soil)− climate

where the index i represents the respective climate state (LGM, HOL). Further, this
procedure cancels out the error of routine by including the soil scheme (PI_sol-PI_ctl).5

We have to assume that the magnitude of error of routine, calculated for Pre-industrial
is the same as in our paleo simulations.

3 Results

3.1 Pre-industrial simulation

In Fig. 3 global surface air temperature, precipitation and evaporation anomalies of10

PI_sol-PI_ctl are shown. At high northern latitudes surface air temperatures are locally
increased about 1 ◦C at the Canadian Archipelago and Baffin Bay affected by reduced
sea-ice cover in consequence of a change in soil characteristics. In general reduced
sea-ice cover is observed in areas around the coasts encapsulating the Arctic Ocean
and Barents Sea as well as the Antarctic continent. The Arabian Peninsula/Sahara15

desert parameterization exhibit anomalies in the surface radiation balance which are
related to deviations in land albedo compared to the original input-file of PI_ctl. The
soil albedo directly reflects a temperature signal because of the absence of vegetation
cover in this area. Regional temperature anomalies vary from −3.2 ◦C (desert regions
in South Asia) to +2.3 ◦C (Sahara desert) where land albedo are over- (+0.14) or un-20

derestimated (−0.08), respectively. The surface of the Southern Ocean is warming
due to reduced sea-ice cover and a decrease in strength of the Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation (AMOC) which is accompanied by less heat advection from
the South. Here the AMOC is reduced by 1 Sv (1 Sv= 1×106 m3 s−1) compared to the
pre-industrial run (16 Sv). In Fig. 3b total precipitation shows some regional anomaly25
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patterns in lower latitudes, i.e. an anomalous northward shift of the Indonesian rain-
fall, and increased precipitation in tropical rainforests. A similar pattern is observed in
the evaporation anomaly (Fig. 3c). In general the global pattern of water holding field
capacities is reasonably captured by our simulation (not shown), thus underestimating
maximum values in the tropics and east of china by our soil lookup-table (Table 1). The5

soil scheme overestimates field water capacities in North Europe and North America
where soil progression is lagged by deglacial ice sheet retreat. Since there is no time-
dependent function of soil evolution in our soil scheme, our model exhibits an equili-
brated final state of the physical soil characteristics in these regions. Globally the water
holding field capacity of soil becomes higher (+0.06 m) than PI_ctl (0.63 m) but the10

global inventory of soil water is slightly reduced (−0.008 m). Further, evaporative pro-
cesses over land increase (+0.012 mmday−1) and land surface runoff and drainage is
increased (+0.014 mmday−1) but compensated by the atmospheric exchange of fluxes
via total precipitation over land (+0.027 mmday−1). The global mean of surface air tem-
perature is increased by +0.27 ◦C.15

In PI_sol the simulated forest cover slightly increases in high latitudes and decreases
in subtropical regions where it is replaced by grass cover (Fig. 3d and e). The inclusion
of the soil scheme particularly favors the expansion of forests by reduced temperatures
of the coldest month especially in the northeast of Canada, Canadian Archipelago (2–
5 ◦C) and North Siberia (∼ 1 ◦C). In the subtropical areas grass cover increases to the20

expense of forest cover mainly due to an underestimation of the calculated water field
capacity of soils in the soil scheme.

3.2 Mid-Holocene climate

The mid-Holocene simulation HOL_sol is characterized by a redistribution of solar ra-
diation caused by modified settings of the orbital parameters and a reduced level of25

methane content in the atmosphere (650 parts per billion) compared to CTL_sol which
leads to an overall warming of +0.34 ◦C. Most of the warming anomaly can be found in
high northern latitudes especially in the Barents Sea (> 7 ◦C), where sea ice retreats
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(Fig. 4). A moderate warming of ∼ 1 ◦C is observed in the tropics as well as some local
areas of Sahara and Arabian Peninsula. Regional cooling from −1 to −3 ◦C is located
in typical monsoon regions like Sahel and India. The precipitation anomaly (Fig. 5)
confirms that land surface cooling occurs in areas of high land precipitation and evap-
oration (Fig. 6) consistent with increased latent heat fluxes. The northward shift of the5

precipitation anomaly causes reduced rainout above Brazil, South Africa and Australia,
thus decreasing tropical forest cover there (Fig. 7). Therefore reduced evapotranspi-
ration in the tropics results in a warming anomaly in consequence of less latent heat
transfer.

The mid-Holocene land surface is described by higher occurrence of forests (+2.6 %)10

in expense of grassland and a decline in the desert fraction (−4.4 %). In more detail
trees are more abundant in North Canada and North Siberia as well as Sahara/Sahel
boundary, but reduced in some other regions, in Europe for instance. Nevertheless
grass cover increases in total (+0.8 %) especially in the Sahara, whereas desert re-
duces at the southern boundary of the Sahara and in high northern latitudes. Since15

terrestrial vegetation beyond Sahara/Sahel does not exceed 50 %, adaption of soil
characteristics is not applied (see Sect. 2.3).

3.3 LGM climate

Modified earth’s orbital configuration, adapted greenhouse gas concentrations in the at-
mosphere, expansion of the LGM ice sheets in height and surface area as well as a sea20

level drop, following the protocol of PMIP2, lead to a subsequent global surface cooling
of −7.03 ◦C. Strongest cooling is located at the peak of ice sheets and Nordic Seas,
where perennial sea-ice cover evolve (Fig. 4). The impact of the introduced soil scheme
results in an additional cooling of −1.07 ◦C with highest anomalies in high northern lat-
itudes and some regional cooling anomalies at subtropical land surface spots. In the25

atmosphere the absolute air humidity is strongly reduced thus dampening evaporation
(Fig. 6) and precipitation (Fig. 5) in a glacial climate. Total precipitation decrease at the
equator in the inner tropical convergence zone and latitudes > 40◦ in global mean by
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−0.42 mmday−1. The expansion of sea-ice cover towards the equator reduces water
vapour transport to the poles, forcing a rainout along the horse latitudes (∼ 30◦ N, S)
where total precipitation is increased (Fig. 5). The terrestrial vegetation show a de-
crease of forest cover (−14.9 %) compensated by grass cover (+10 %) and expansion
of polar and Sahara desert area (+12.7 %). Taken the additional area of exposed shelf5

seas into account, trees (+6 % in global mean) and grasses (+7 %) can evolve there.
Major retreat in boreal forest cover arises in Eurasia in a zonal belt between 50–65◦ N
and at the proximity of Scandinavian and Laurentide ice sheet (Fig. 8). Interestingly,
forest cover slightly increases along the horse latitudes in response to higher precipita-
tion there. Tropical forest cover is dramatically reduced by −59 % compared to PI_sol.10

In most areas grass cover compensates for forest regression. Nevertheless, in areas
affected by desert expansion, e.g. Arabian Peninsula, Sahara/Sahel borderline and
North Siberia, grassland disappears and bare soil remains.

3.4 Dynamic physical soil characteristics and their impact on mid-Holocene
and LGM climate15

Computed changes of soil albedo and water holding field capacities by the soil scheme
under different climate states are shown in Fig. 9. The soil scheme discriminates soil
texture (five types, ranging from clay to sand) only into two types, loam-and-clay under
prevailing tropical broadleaved evergreen forest and loam for the residual land surface.
For a warmer than pre-industrial climate the global mean field capacity of soil increases20

by +0.024 m over land surfaces (without ice sheet) especially at the Sahel, transition
zone of desert and savannah. Consequently the global soil water body increases by
+0.019 m compared to PI_sol (Fig. 10). The synergetic term of soils and mid-Holocene
climate exhibit an increase of soil wetness of +0.013 m in global mean (Table 2). Fur-
ther an increase of landward water transport (+1.29 kgm−2 yr−1) from the ocean, land25

surface runoff and drainage (+3.35 kgm−2 yr−1) is affected by changes of physical soil
properties.
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The global mean of land surface albedo decreases by −0.011, with maximum
anomalies > 0.19 at the Sahel region caused by vegetation migration towards the Sa-
hara where it shades the modified soil albedo (Fig. 4). The integrated zonal mean of
high northern latitude land albedo decreases due to a darkening of the soil (Fig. 9)
accompanied by increased forest cover (Fig. 7) and less snow cover (Fig. 11). Forest5

cover replaces C3 grass cover and thus modifies soil characteristics: Higher abun-
dance of boreal evergreen forest in high latitudes leads to a lowering of the soil albedo
and higher maximum water holding field capacities compared to soils associated to C3
grasses. Darker soils are generated leading to a change in the local energy budget
and higher surface air temperatures arise which in turn lead to an amplified decrease10

of polar desert cover, again reinforcing soil genesis (see Sect. 3.4.2).
The computed soil characteristics of the LGM model simulation show a global de-

crease in water holding field capacities (Fig. 9b), which is overcompensated by soil
formation at exposed shelf seas, added to land surface grid cells (Table 2). This vari-
able strongly modulates soil wetness (Fig. 10b). Along a zonal mean the soil albedo15

increases, especially in high latitudes (Fig. 9b). In consequence, calculated land sur-
face albedo also increases, especially in Asia and in the vicinity of expanding desert
areas (Fig. 10d) due to the expense of grass and forest cover there (Fig. 8).

3.4.1 Water cycle

A change in physical soil characteristics like water field capacity in soils potentially20

impacts the hydrological cycle over land. The mid-Holocene model simulation with dy-
namic geophysical soil characteristics shows increased evaporation over land surface
areas contributed by additional moisture flux from the ocean towards land (Table 2).
Higher land evaporation is supported by an increase in temperature and transpiration
of forest (+2.6 %) and grass cover (+0.8 %) change. Consequently, elevated land pre-25

cipitation and soil moisture result in increased drainage and land surface runoff. The
soil scheme amplifies each of the described processes in the water cycle, but favors
forest cover (+0.9 %) instead of grassland (−0.6 %) (Fig. 7).
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The mid-Holocene configuration of orbital parameters results in stronger seasonal
amplitudes of solar radiation. After winter period, when solar radiation increases, a land
to ocean temperature contrast evolves, caused by the thermal inertia of the ocean rel-
ative to land surface. The land/ocean temperature gradient favors moisture transport
towards inland, as seen in the African monsoon for instance. This mechanism is inten-5

sified by the setting of orbital parameter configuration during the mid-Holocene, when
summer solstice was closer to perihelion of earth’s orbit. In general this can be seen
in a net water vapor transport from ocean towards land compared to ctl_sol (Table 2).
An intensification of the African wind system leads to increased precipitation in the Sa-
hel zone favouring the establishment of forest cover. Also in high northern latitudes,10

where sea-ice cover is reduced due to warmer temperatures, more open waters con-
tribute to increased evaporation over ocean (e.g. Barents Sea). Therefore global forest
cover can increase and expand in areas formerly characterized by tundra (C3 grasses
and cold shrubs) or desert. The resulted change of terrestrial vegetation cover lead
to higher water storage capacities in soils (Table 2), typically found under forests and15

C4 grasses and thus, as a result, soils moisten. In consequence of extended forest
cover and higher temperatures, land evaporation (and transpiration) and precipitation
increase significantly, amplified by the effect of higher water storage in soils (Table 2).
In HOL_sol the additional atmospheric water transport from ocean to land together
with land precipitation is not fully compensated by evaporation, closing the hydrological20

cycle via elevated drainage and land surface runoff towards the ocean (Table 2).
In a glacial climate regime like LGM, with significantly colder surface temperatures

than Pre-industrial (−7.03 ◦C), land evaporation and net water transport from ocean
towards land is reduced. All forest PFTs and C4 grasses retreat due to unfavorable
climate conditions and are replaced by shrubs and grassland reducing evapotranspi-25

ration. The synergetic effect of a cold, dry climate and soil formation leads to a sub-
sequent degradation with lower soil water storage capacities (−7.05 cm) resulting in
decreased soil wetness (−4.5 cm) and increased surface runoff (+2.62 kgm−2 yr−1).
However, LGM_sol is characterized by higher soil water storage capacity and soil water
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content compared to PI_sol. This can be explained by the sea-level drop, which expose
ocean to land surface grid points, especially in shelf areas of Arctic Ocean and Indone-
sian Archipelago. Climate conditions and additional vegetation cover in low latitudes
favor soil formation processes in the exposed ocean grid points, therefore anomalies of
maximum field water capacities (Fig. 9) in the tropics exhibit highest anomalies com-5

pared to high latitude grid cells (Fig. 10). In consequence the overall decrease of maxi-
mum water storage capacities in soils (−8.76 cm) is overcompensated by the additional
land surface grid points leading to wetter soils (+3.03 cm).

3.4.2 Heat balance and surface air temperatures

Global mean of total incoming radiation for the mid-Holocene simulation is slightly re-10

duced compared to the pre-industrial control run (−0.14 Wm−2). Nevertheless the con-
figuration of orbital parameters results in a redistribution of incoming solar radiation
from the tropics into the high latitudes. In consequence of nonlinearities in the climate
system, feedback mechanisms acting especially in high latitudes, HOL_sol gets com-
parably warmer (+0.34 ◦C) than CTL_sol. More shortwave radiation (−2.88 Wm−2) at15

the surface is transferred to longwave radiation (+2.49 Wm−2) by a darkening in land
surface albedo (without consideration of Greenland and Antarctic ice sheet) which re-
sults in a warming of the mid-Holocene simulation. This is partly compensated by the
transfer of energy via latent heat flux (+2.06 Wm−2) which can lead to regional cool-
ing, where latent heat flux is bigger than sensible heat flux, for instance in the south-20

ern Sahel region. The synergetic effect of physical soil properties and climate am-
plify the warming during the mid-Holocene epoch of about ∼ 70 % (+0.24 ◦C) in our
model simulations especially at the land surface (+0.44 ◦C). The increased soil water
storage capacities at the Sahel region and high northern latitudes increase the soil
water content, fostering evaporation (see Sect. 3.4.1) and cooling due to stronger la-25

tent heat transfer (+0.29 Wm−2). Anyway, sensible heat flux shows a higher transfer of
energy (+0.71 Wm−2) to temperature via changes of soil albedo which overcompen-
sate latent heat transfer. Affected regions can be found in transitional climate regimes
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characterized by positive changes in vegetation cover with bare soil (Fig. 7) like North-
ern Siberia and northern Sahel zone. In the north-polar region an increase in forest
cover as seen in the anomaly plot (Fig. 7a) and the synergy of soil processes (Fig. 7b)
leads to a shading of the snow cover beneath the forest canopy, a darkening of the
albedo resulting in higher sensible heat flux at the surface. Including physical soil prop-5

erties tend to amplify this process by earlier spring snow melt due to the surrounding
of darker soils with an anomalous increase in spring temperatures as a consequence.
This mechanism act in concert with a delayed expansion of sea-ice cover (initiated by
the stronger insolation at the poles and enlarged seasonal insolation contrast of orbital
parameter setting) during autumn which further decreases the planetary albedo. With10

the retreat of sea-ice cover the insulation effect between atmosphere and ocean dis-
appears and the heat flux increases. Both mechanisms tend to enlarge the growing
season of terrestrial vegetation.

The model simulation of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM_sol) is characterized by in-
creased snow cover, a retreat of tropical forest cover (−59 % compared to PI_sol) and15

expansion of Sahara desert, a southward shift of the boreal tree line to ∼ 58◦ N and
a replacement from tundra to polar desert in North Siberia (Fig. 8) which raise land
surface albedo. The synergetic effect of a glacial climate and adaptable geophysical
soil parameters exhibit an amplified decrease in forest cover (−2.6 %) substituted by
grassland (+2.7 %) and expansion of desert regions (+1.4 %). This leads to a bright-20

ening of the land surface (Fig. 9b) and increased backscattering of shortwave radiation
(+7.09 Wm−2) supported by changes of geophysical soil properties (+2.52 Wm−2). In
consequence of the cooling and the decrease of terrestrial vegetation evapotranspira-
tion is reduced. Therefore latent heat flux is strongly reduced (−4.15 Wm−2) corrobo-
rated by the effect of degraded water holding field capacities in soils (−1 Wm−2). This25

effect decreases the most in a zonal belt between 50–65◦ N over Asia, where tree cover
is drastically reduced and soil characteristics have changed. The migration of forests
exposes brighter degraded soils compared to PI_ctl and sensible heat flux is reduced
as well in consequence.
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If the evolution of additional land surface area in consequence of sea-level drop is
taken into account, the effect of latent and sensible heat transfer is attenuated or even
reversed (+4.4 Wm−2). Nevertheless compared to evaporation over substituted open
ocean waters (−656 kgm−2 yr−1) this effect is negligible.

4 Discussion5

4.1 Dynamic soil feedback for the mid-Holocene climate

Considering the dynamic adaptation of physical soil characteristics, our results indi-
cate a warmer mid-Holocene climate than shown in most previous modelling studies
with dynamic vegetation (Gallimore et al., 2005; Braconnot et al., 2007; Otto et al.,
2009a,b). Global surface air temperatures of +0.34 ◦C in our simulation are compa-10

rable with a mean warming of +0.36 ◦C in the study of O’ishi and Abe-Ouchi (2011)
using a GCM with slab-ocean-atmosphere-vegetation dynamics. They state that most
of their warming is derived from vegetation dynamics (+0.23 ◦C), whereas warming
in our simulations is prevailed by the synergy of soil mechanisms with feedbacks to
vegetation, sea-ice and atmosphere (+0.24 ◦C), compared to our ASO-GCM simula-15

tions without soil scheme (HOL_CTL-PI_CTL: +0.10 ◦C). The change in solar forcing
results in a warming of the high northern latitudes amplified through the interaction
of the sea-ice albedo feedback (late autumn which continues into winter time), snow-
vegetation feedback (winter period) and vegetation-soil feedback (throughout the year).
Especially the start of snow-melt initiates earlier due to soils with lower albedo be-20

neath which compensates for the effect of low spring insolation during mid-Holocene.
Sundqvist et al. (2010a,b) reconstruct mid-Holocene climate north of 60◦ N by 2 ◦C
warmer than Pre-industrial in annual mean, with seasonal variations of +1 ◦C in sum-
mer and +1.7 ◦C in winter. They conclude year round warming in the high northern
latitudes is attributed to main warming during spring and/or autumn. Polar amplifica-25

tion > 60◦ N in our model study leads to +1.15 ◦C warming without − and to +1.83 ◦C
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with the soil scheme. Highest seasonal warming happens in winter (+2.37 ◦C) and au-
tumn (+2.35 ◦C) consistent with increased solar radiation but not in agreement with
+1 ◦C winter warming as stated by Sundqvist et al. (2010a,b). However, the multi-proxy
approach might be biased due to an uneven clumping of proxy data in north Scandi-
navia and disproportionate high amount of terrestrial records compared to marine proxy5

archives (Sundqvist et al., 2010a,b; Otto et al., 2011). Nevertheless winter warming in
high latitudes seems to be essential for northward migration of trees and expansion of
temperate deciduous forests in Europe by reducing severity of coldest month temper-
ature (Prentice et al., 2000). Otto et al. (2011) faced the problem of early spring warm-
ing by an atmosphere-vegetation model study, where they tested the climate sensitivity10

of increased snow masking by forest canopy. The atmosphere-vegetation feedback
alone revealed a spring warming of 0.34 ◦C by an expansion in forest cover of 13 %,
still not sufficient to explain the mismatch between model and proxy data (Otto et al.,
2011). Although insolation during spring was reduced, HOL_sol warms about +0.98 ◦C,
strongly pushed by the integrated soil feedback (+0.72 ◦C), which also contributes to15

warming through all seasons. Our model study simulates forest cover of +11 % in high
(60–90◦ N) but does not show strong sensitivity of forest cover changes (+0.7 %) in
mid-latitudes (35–60◦ N) as indicated by the pollen record (Prentice et al., 2000). Both
Wohlfahrt et al. (2004) and Gallimore et al. (2005) find an increase in modelled grass-
land at mid-latitudes, once associated with spring warming (Wohlfahrt et al., 2004) and20

once with spring cooling (Gallimore et al., 2005). Mid-latitude anomalies of potential
water storage capacities and wetness of soils show a moderate increase and spring
temperatures are close to PI_sol (−0.07 ◦C), where lower spring insolation is compen-
sated by the soil feedback (+0.4 ◦C). Though solar forcing is negative in spring, the
soil and vegetation feedback (Wohlfahrt et al., 2004) potentially provide a mechanism25

for anomalous warming, closing the gap of model-data mismatch (Sundqvist et al.,
2010a,b; Otto et al., 2011).

In Europe, an increased temperature anomaly, with warming in Scandinavia and
cooling in Mediterranean region is suggested by the pollen record (Prentice et al., 2000;
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Bartlein et al., 2011). In consequence of mild winters in North Europe temperate de-
ciduous forests expand in expense of boreal conifers (Prentice et al., 2000). Our model
simulation shows mid-Holocene warming in North Europe amplified through changes
in soil albedo in interaction with sea-ice retreat in the Barents Sea. However, the model
simulation does not constitute an improvement compared to other simulations which fail5

to simulate cooling in the circum-Mediterranean region (Braconnot et al., 2007; Bartlein
et al., 2011). A mid-Holocene cooling in the eastern Mediterranean region as e.g. seen
in proxy data (Rimbu et al., 2003, and references therein), is captured in some mod-
els showing a tendency for a positive phase of AO/NAO during this time (Lorenz and
Lohmann, 2004; Felis et al., 2004).10

On the African continent the pollen data suggests an intrusion of xerophytic scrubs
and northward shift of Savannah into Sahara (∼ 20◦ N, Prentice et al., 2000) enabled
by increased precipitation (+200–500 mmyr−1, Bartlein et al., 2011). Due to the Sa-
hara desert soil parameterization pedogenesis does not happen further north than
20◦ N and 24◦ N latitude at the Arabian Peninsula, respectively. The strongest impact of15

simulated soils happens along a zonal band ∼ 13–17◦ N where precipitation increase
∼200–600 mmyr−1, contributed by soils of ∼10–30 % and even > 40 % at the Arabian
Peninsula. However, this is still not sufficient to feed the catchment area of paleoloakes
in south eastern Africa ∼ 20◦ N (Vamborg et al., 2011; Hoelzmann et al., 2000). Apart
from local water recycling and delayed water retention of soil processes the inclusion20

of wetlands and increased lake surface area might increase convective precipitation
(Broström et al., 1998; Krinner et al., 2012). Further north the model climate simulation
shows the evolution of grassland parallel to reduced desert appearance congruent to
the records of Prentice et al. (2000).

The soil moisture feedback in monsoonal regions can be twofold. On one hand high25

soil moisture and thus large evaporation enhance precipitation and local water recy-
cling. On the other hand, evaporative cooling reduces the land/ocean thermal gradient
dampening moisture convergence over land. Douville et al. (2001), for instance, con-
ducted soil moisture sensitivity studies in an AGCM for the Asian and African monsoon
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region. In their studies of locally increased soil moisture, the evaporative cooling effect
dominated at the Indian continent resulting in a weaker monsoonal wind flow, whereas
soil moisture positively feed back to precipitation in sub-Saharan Africa (Douville et al.,
2001). As shown in the present work, mid-Holocene precipitation anomalies in typi-
cal monsoon areas are increased. In our approach, soil moisture and water holding5

field capacity of soils in these regions increase parallel with a darkening of soils which
compensate for potential negative feedbacks of decreased moisture convergence.

In context of Holocene African wind system evolution, several mechanisms have
been proposed for a zonal northward shift of the African rain belt and Indian monsoon
(Wanner et al., 2008). Here, we can confirm that the soil feedback induce more for-10

est cover and reduced desert appearance. As a consequence of the soil treatment,
water holding field capacity and thus soil moisture increases in the Sahel zone rein-
forcing evaporation, precipitation and cloud cover. At 13◦ N latitude (and north India)
lowered land albedo strengthens sensible heat flux in concurrence with increased soil
water storage capacity leading to higher evapotranspiration, cloud cover and precipi-15

tation (soil moisture precipitation feedback) resulting in no significant surface temper-
ature anomaly. Further north at 17◦ N latitude the darkening of land surface by soil
albedo change dominates the anomalous warming in south Sahara resulting in an ele-
vated latitudinal temperature gradient. In model simulations of the Eemian, Herold and
Lohmann (2009) reveal a mechanism in which the latitudinal temperature difference20

above North Africa favors a stronger zonal pressure gradient. Along the gradient, zonal
wind fields establish carrying Atlantic moisture inland. In agreement with simulations of
the mid-Holocene (Braconnot et al., 2007), Herold and Lohmann (2009) conclude that
this mechanism dominated during interglacials, where Earth’s orbit favored increased
seasonality and Northern Hemisphere insolation. In response to migration of vegeta-25

tion soil development might have supported this mechanism, advecting more Atlantic
moisture towards the African continent.

Kutzbach et al. (1996) prescribed effects of vegetation expansion, change in soil
color and texture for mid-Holocene in an AGCM. Their results showed a strong positive
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feedback of soil characteristics reinforcing the monsoon, higher than changes in veg-
etation. Levis et al. (2004) utilized an AOGCM with dynamic vegetation and applied
changes in soil albedo and soil texture. They concluded that West African monsoon is
more sensitive to changes in land surface albedo rather than to changes of evapotran-
spiration. However, in their model approach a wettening of soils leads to halve of the5

respective albedo exhibiting a strong feedback in their model approach.
In a study using a vegetation module asynchronously coupled to a GCM, Gallimore

et al. (2005) find a strong anomalous shift in forest cover increasing (+18 %) between
60–90◦ N and decreasing (−12 %) between 35–60◦ N. The expansion of grassland at
the expense of forest mainly occurs in Eurasia which is affected by aridity (less pre-10

cipitation and increased evapotranspiration) and lowered soil water content driven by
enhanced summer solar radiation (Gallimore et al., 2005).

4.2 Dynamic soil feedback for the Last Glacial Maximum

The general picture of the model-data comparison fits for the glacial climate as it re-
flects year round cooling and continental drying with reduced precipitation (Bartlein15

et al., 2011). The soils reduce their ability to hold water against gravity accelerating
their retention time and decreasing evaporation and the land surface appear brighter
due to elevated soil albedo. In comparison to AOGCM modeling studies of PMIP2, the
global cooling of surface air temperatures shown here (−7.03 ◦C MAT) exceed the cool-
ing range of former studies (−3 to −6 ◦C, Braconnot et al., 2012; Braconnot et al., 2007)20

and cooling estimates based on proxy data (−4 ◦C; Annan and Hargreaves, 2013). As
an example, modeled cooling in the tropical ocean is overestimated compared to the
MARGO sea surface temperature compilation (MARGO Project members, 2009). How-
ever, PMIP2 studies do not take further negative radiative forcings into account (e.g.
dust content; Jansen et al., 2007) which potentially amplify glacial cooling. Braconnot25

et al. (2012) associate part of the spread of cooling among the models with changes
in surface albedo, for instance. In future climate scenarios, Hall et al. (2008) show that
high values of prescribed snow albedo reduces the accumulation of snow during winter
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resulting in lower soil moistures in the subsequent summer, which reduces evaporation
rates and hence latent heat transfer. Further, Otto et al. (2011) tested the sensitivity of
modifying land surface albedo by varying the parameterized shading of forest canopy
on snow. An increase of masking snow on the ground by forest canopy significantly
increases spring warming (+0.34 ◦C north of 60◦ N latitude) in mid-Holocene simula-5

tions (Otto et al., 2011). Further, values of snow albedo in models of PMIP2 deviate
and result in a differential magnitude of cooling clearly seen above prescribed LGM
ice sheets (Braconnot et al., 2012). Braconnot et al. (2012) conclude that the insuffi-
cient representation of paleo monsoon in models questions the performance of present
state of the art land surface schemes with dynamic vegetation integrated in AOGCMs10

in representing future land cover change. As the pedosphere is closely connected to
terrestrial vegetation, e.g. plant available moisture, prescribed soil characteristics might
impede vegetation to migrate across present-day climate zones.

The soil-feedback leads to further decreasing of precipitation, evaporation and sur-
face temperatures in global mean. This leads to a broad expansion of desert areas in15

Eurasia, North Africa and north Polar Regions to the expense of grass cover. The ex-
pansion of polar desert in the Siberian sector in expense of C3-grasses leads to degra-
dation and brightening of soils reinforcing cooling which shifts the northern tree line
further southward more consistent with reconstructions (Prentice et al., 2000). In North
America forests in close vicinity of the Laurentide ice sheet disappear in response to the20

regional cooling effect. Southeast North America exhibit an exceptional high precipita-
tion anomaly caused by a southward deflection of the jet stream around the ice sheet
which fosters tree growth there consistent with the terrestrial pollen record (Bartlein
et al., 2011). In Europe basically models fail to reproduce extreme cooling of ∼ 20 ◦C in
coldest month temperature which was reconstructed by pollen data (Braconnot et al.,25

2012; Bartlein et al., 2011). In west Europe the model produces a cooling of ∼ 18 ◦C
with a sharp temperature gradient at the Mediterranean Sea declining towards Africa.
The model with interactive soil scheme accounts for a surplus of cooling during the
coldest month, which is in the range of global mean cooling due to the soil treatment
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(−1 ◦C). Kageyama et al. (2006) find an increased standard variation of coldest-month
temperature in the PMIP2 models for Western Europe, up to three times higher than
the control run. They argue that higher inter-annual variability of extreme cold events
during the LGM might have biased the proxy record towards colder winter temperature
reconstructions. Our model approach shows a similar increase of coldest-month tem-5

perature variability like in the PMIP2 models, only with minor changes due to the soil
treatment. Most of the variability in our model as well as in the PMIP2 models is de-
rived from changes in sea-ice cover in the North Atlantic impacting European climate
(Kageyama et al., 2006).

In the tropics rainforests exhibit a strong contraction (−59 % in our simulation) caused10

by diminished evaporation, reduced water storage capacities in the atmosphere and
hence less advective ocean to land moisture transport. Here the water holding field ca-
pacities and soil moisture are decreased, accelerating water retention time and imped-
ing the uptake of plant available water in consequence. This is consistent with recon-
structions of the rainforest, based on pollen, geochemical, and stable oxygen isotope15

data, indicating that Brazil rainforest decreased by 54 % and in Africa rainforest was
decreased about 84 %, limited to viable conditions in the Congo basin (Anhuf et al.,
2006).

In the Southern Hemisphere sea-ice expansion towards the equator leads to cool-
ing and dry conditions as shown in the precipitation anomalies (Fig. 5). The latitudinal20

boundary at ∼ 45◦ S exhibit a transition of relative wet conditions in the north to Antarc-
tic like paleoclimate conditions in the south as indicated by PMIP2 model simulations,
which might have isolated the southern circumpolar region (Rojas et al., 2009). The
general cooling in the tropical latitudes weakens the Hadley-cells and trade winds ex-
pressed by reduced convection, evaporation and precipitation in the ITCZ and less25

advective moisture transport by the weakened subtropical anticyclones. This results in
an increased precipitation anomaly at the horse latitudes, with higher moisture trans-
port towards land. The soil feedback leads to an additional cooling and weakening
of the Hadley cells, as seen in positive precipitation anomalies caused by weakened
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South Indian, South Atlantic and South Pacific anticyclones. Evidence for colder and
wetter conditions along the Southern Westerlies have been found in marine sediment
cores close to the western margin of south-western Africa and subtropical South Amer-
ica (e.g. Stuut and Lamy, 2004) and ancient lake level stands in Bolivia (e.g. Baker
et al., 2001). In general grain size distributions in both sediment cores of Stuut and5

Lamy (2004) reflect a declining trend of humidity from the last glacial towards Holocene
in agreement with both of our time-slice experiments. The modeled vegetation re-
sponds to the positive glacial precipitation anomaly with higher occurrence of boreal
forest. This is fostered by local water recycling associated with increased water stor-
age capacities of soils in South Africa and South Australia. As a result the soil impact10

supports the development of boreal forests. Further the compilation of terrestrial pollen
records of Bartlein et al. (2011) confirm increased plant available moisture for the South
African region.

Jiang (2008) utilized an atmospheric GCM asynchronously coupled to the BIOME3
terrestrial vegetation equilibrium model and changed soil characteristics iteratively, sim-15

ilar to our approach. However, only if the dominant vegetation type in a grid cell has
changed after iteration, soil characteristics were adapted as well. Instead we use the
integrative mean of soil characteristics weighted on plant functional types per grid cell.
Forced by LGM boundary conditions, the model of Jiang (2008) shows an additional
decrease of surface air temperature of −0.05 ◦C globally, and high latitude (60–90◦ N)20

cooling over ice-free continental areas of −0.42 ◦C. The additional cooling trend pre-
sented in Jiang (2008) confirms, but however, it does not represent the magnitude of
our findings. Some discrepancies might arise from differences in the setup of glacial
boundary conditions (fixed SST fields as per CLIMAP, 1981; atmospheric CO2 concen-
tration of 200 ppmv versus 185 ppmv as used in our approach) or differences of pre-25

scribed soil characteristics attributed to vegetation types. Further, Jiang (2008) applies
an atmospheric GCM which cannot consider potential ocean-atmosphere-sea interac-
tions with terrestrial vegetation and soil.
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5 Conclusions

In this study, we develop a basic soil scheme which considers changes in physical soil
characteristics with respect to computed canopy. Therefore changes of soil properties
are tightly linked to vegetation dynamics and thus climate. Currently, some aspects of
soil characteristics have been considered in GCMs, dynamically computed albedo of5

foliage for instance (Vamborg et al., 2011), but hitherto the integrated impact of soil
formation with respect to soil albedo and water holding field capacities is untouched.
The scheme is asynchronously coupled to an AOGCM with dynamical vegetation and
tested for time slices of the Last Glacial Maximum and mid-Holocene. We show that the
soil impact amplifies the climate signal for both, warmer and colder than pre-industrial10

simulations towards stronger extremes on a regional scale with global consequences.
The warm mid-Holocene climate is predominantly forced by a redistribution of solar

radiation without changes in the total energy budget of incoming radiation, which claims
for a strong feedback mechanism in the climate system. So far, most of the GCMs
cannot reproduce the amplitude of warming as suggested by the geological remnants,15

raising the question of lacking or impeded feedbacks in present state of the art GCMs
(O’ishi and Abe-Ouchi, 2011; Hargreaves et al., 2013; Lohmann et al., 2012). The soil
feedback shown in the mid-Holocene simulation might serve as part of an explanation
for these discrepancies.

In contrast the simulation with interactive soil treatment of the Last Glacial Maximum20

exhibits a global cooling beyond the range of the PMIP2 model simulations (Braconnot
et al., 2007, 2012). On a regional scale the soil feedback improves the model perfor-
mance getting closer to terrestrial proxies (increase in Sahara and polar desert area;
decrease of tropical forests; extra cooling in north Siberia; increase in boreal forests
along 30◦ S latitude; southward shift of the northern taiga/tundra transition; Anhuf et al.,25

2006; Prentice et al., 2000; Bartlein et al., 2011) or does not significantly contribute to
a climate shift (e.g. Europe; Kageyama et al., 2006).
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So far we did not focus on vegetation and soil dynamics with respect to the global
carbon budget. Apart from prescribed boundary conditions, the soil impact (e.g. water
holding field capacity) might influence the uptake of CO2 through coupled stomata
transpiration by shifting the water stress regime. Further changes in water resources
and soil temperature (through changes in soil albedo and water holding field capacities)5

might alter carbon sequestration and formation of soil carbon stocks, as happened
throughout the last deglaciation (Adams et al., 1990; Brovkin et al., 2002; Ciais et al.,
2011).

The nature of the soil scheme, similar to equilibrium terrestrial vegetation models
(e.g. Prentice et al., 1992), does not account for soil evolution over time. Therefore10

it simulates a final solution of physical soil characteristics in equilibrium with vegeta-
tion and climate. For instance, the final state of the soil in the pre-industrial control
run and mid-Holocene simulation leads to an anomalous warming, forest increase
and desert decline in north eastern Canada, where the Laurentide ice-sheet retreat
exposed juvenile soils during last deglaciation, starting carbon sequestration, which15

is still an ongoing process of present soil formation (Harden et al., 1992). However,
time-slice experiments in general are designed to show an equilibrated climate state in
the GCMs. Nevertheless future transient GCM studies utilizing dynamic soil schemes
have to implement a time dependent function for nonlinear progressive and regressive
soil development, acting on broad timescales (Johnson et al., 1990; Hoosbeek and20

Bryant, 1992). As shown in Claussen et al. (2006), only the fully integrated interaction
of atmosphere, ocean and vegetation dynamics provided the strongest amplitude of cli-
mate variation by precessional forcing. In addition and analogy to vegetation dynamics
(Claussen, 2009), we also show that the vegetation-soil feedback might reinforce the
climate response to orbital forcing during the late Quaternary.25

On tectonic timescales the model reproduction of a reduced meridional global tem-
perature gradient with temperate climate in high latitudes has been identified as a key
issue (e.g. Jenkyns et al., 2004; Moran et al., 2006; Huber and Caballero, 2011; Knorr
et al., 2011; Krapp and Jungclaus, 2011; Salzmann et al., 2013). The introduction of
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dynamic soil feedbacks in climate models might be a pivotal aspect of climate sensitiv-
ity and potentially provides a solution for the equable climate enigma.
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Table 1. Physical characteristics of soil tiles.

Soil tiles based on hcws soil texture αvis, αnir,
calculated PFTs (total water (FAO soil data soil albedo soil albedo

holding field flags) VIS NIR
capacity of soil) (m) (0.3–0.7 µm) (0.7–3 µm)

tropical broadleaved 0.77 loam and clay 0.12 0.20
evergreen forest
tropical deciduous 0.73 loam 0.18 0.34
broadleaved forest
temper./boreal 0.50 loam 0.08 0.10
evergreen forest
temper./boreal 0.58 loam 0.09 0.11
deciduous forest
raingreen shrubs 0.68 loam 0.12 0.17
C3 perennial grass

C3 perennial grass > 0 ◦C MAT 0.77 loam 0.12 0.21
C3 perennial grass/cold shrubs (tundra) < 0 ◦C MAT 0.23 loam 0.08 0.13

C4 perennial grass 1.07 loam 0.14 0.26
desert fraction

desert fraction global 0.17 loam 0.20 0.37
desert fraction in Sahara, Arabian Peninsula > 50 % (13–35.26◦ N) 0.11 loam 0.25 0.49
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Table 2. Global anomalies of land surface characteristics and the contribution of soil feedback
for mid-Holocene and Last Glacial Maximum model studies.

HOL_sol-CTL_sol (syn) LGM_sol-CTL_sol (syn) LGM_sol-CTL_sol
without exposed shelves (syn)

soil wetness (cm) 1.85 (+1.26) 3.03 (−4.5) −3.66 (−5.69)
snow depth (in mm water equivalent) −0.21 (−0.36) 31.6 (−39.3) 9.08 (+8.28)
snow fall (kgm−2 yr−1) −1.03 (−1.25) −16.9 (+4.26) 16.37 (+3.85)
surface runoff and drainage (kgm−2 yr−1) 6.72 (+3.35) −23.8 (+2.62) −4.89 (+3.69)
land evaporation (kgm−2 yr−1) 26.04 (+5.78) −139 (−17.3) −44.2 (−12.8)
skin reservoir content (mm) 0.008 (+0.001) 0.005 (−0.002) −0.016 (−0.003)
snow accumulation over land (kgm−2 yr−1) 0.053 (+0.013) 0.192 (+0.255) 0.027 (+0.13)
maximum field capacity of soil (cm) 2.38 (+2.38) 1.89 (−7.05) −8.76 (−8.34)
total precipitation over land (kgm−2 yr−1) 32.5 (+6.9) 142 (−15) −46.7 (−9.47)
Po-Eo (kgm−2 yr−1) −2.28 (−1.29) 1.03 (−0.12) 0.68 (−0.35)
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Model output (last 100 yrs)

COSMOS-ASO

1. iteration 2. & 3. iteration

Input: Calculated vegetation /desert
and temperature of time slice

Calculation of soil parameters for land
surface module JSBACH

200 yrs

PI/HOL/LGM ASO-run with dynamical 
vegetation

Fig. 1. Flowchart of asynchronous coupling procedure between soil scheme and COSMOS-
ASO.
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tropical broadleaved evergreen forest
tropical deciduous broadleaved forest
temperate/boreal evergreen forest
temperate/boreal deciduous forest
raingreen shrubs
C3 perennial grass >0°C MAT
C3 perennial grass/cold shrubs (tundra) <0°C MAT
C4 perennial grass
desert fraction global
desert fraction Arabian peninsula/Sahara
 

Fig. 2. Physical soil properties (abscissa) used in the dynamical vegetation module JSBACH
associated with plant functional types along latitudes. Albedo values are derived from modi-
fied satellite measurements of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
(Rechid et al., 2009) and water holding field capacity of soils are optimized to plant rooting
depths (Hagemann et al., 1999).
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a d

b

c

e

f

Fig. 3. Differences in 100 yr mean of the pre-industrial climate state with included soil dynamics
and fixed soil characteristics (PI_sol-PI_ctl) for (a) surface air temperature in ◦C, (b) total pre-
cipitation in mmday−1, (c) evaporation in kgm−2 day−1, (d) forest fraction, (e) grass fraction and
(f) desert fraction.
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a b

c d

Fig. 4. Surface air temperature (◦C) anomalies of a 100 yr mean climate state with respect to
Pre-industrial for (a) mid-Holocene (HOL_sol-PI_sol), (b) mid-Holocene soil feedback (f̂HOL,sol),

(c) Last Glacial Maximum (LGM_sol-PI_sol), (d) Last Glacial Maximum soil feedback (f̂LGM,sol).
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a

c

b

d

Fig. 5. Total precipitation (mmday−1) anomalies of a 100 yr mean climate state with respect to
Pre-industrial for (a) mid-Holocene (HOL_sol-PI_sol), (b) mid-Holocene soil feedback (f̂HOL,sol),

(c) Last Glacial Maximum (LGM_sol-PI_sol), (d) Last Glacial Maximum soil feedback (f̂LGM,sol).
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Fig. 6. Evaporation (kgm−2 day−1) anomalies of a 100 yr mean climate state with respect to
Pre-industrial for (a) mid-Holocene (HOL_sol-PI_sol), (b) mid-Holocene soil feedback (f̂HOL,sol),

(c) Last Glacial Maximum (LGM_sol-PI_sol), (d) Last Glacial Maximum soil feedback (f̂LGM,sol).
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Fig. 7. Vegetation differences in 100 yr mean of the mid-Holocene and pre-industrial climate
state with included soil dynamics (HOL_sol-PI_sol) and enclosed soil feedback (f̂HOL,sol), for
(a) forest fraction and (b) soil impact on forest fraction, (c) grass fraction and (d) soil impact on
grass fraction, (e) desert fraction and (f) soil impact on desert fraction.
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Fig. 8. Vegetation differences in 100 yr mean of the Last Glacial Maximum and Pre-industrial cli-
mate state with included soil dynamics (LGM_sol-PI_sol) and enclosed soil feedback (f̂LGM,sol),
for (a) forest fraction and (b) soil impact on forest fraction, (c) grass fraction and (d) soil impact
on grass fraction, (e) desert fraction and (f) soil impact on desert fraction.
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land surface albedo
soil albedo near-infrared
soil albedo visible range

a

b

Fig. 9. Changes in water holding field capacities (m) in soils and zonally integrated land sur-
face and soil albedo for (a) mid-Holocene (HOL_sol-PI_sol) and (b) Last Glacial Maximum
(LGM_sol-PI_sol).
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Fig. 10. Soil wetness (m) anomalies of a 100 yr mean climate state with respect to Pre-industrial
for (a) mid-Holocene (HOL_sol-PI_sol), (b) and Last Glacial Maximum (LGM_sol-PI_sol) and
changes in surface albedo for (c) mid-Holocene and (d) Last Glacial Maximum.
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Fig. 11. Snow depth (water equivalent in mm) anomalies of a 100 yr mean climate state with re-
spect to Pre-industrial for (a) mid-Holocene (HOL_sol-PI_sol), (b) mid-Holocene soil feedback
(f̂HOL,sol), (c) Last Glacial Maximum (LGM_sol-PI_sol), (d) Last Glacial Maximum soil feedback

(f̂LGM,sol).
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